
Subject: Amendments in Tech. Specification No. S-173/DD-177/2008/April 200 for 
Tamper Proof Polycarbonate seals. 

 
1. Technical Specification No. S-173/DD-177/2008/April 2008:- 
Sr. 
No. 

Clause 
No. 

Existing Proposed 

1. Nomen-
clature 

TAMPER PROOF POLY CARBONATE 
PLASTIC SEAL SIZE 

 36.5X23X5 MM 

TAMPER PROOF POLY CARBONATE PLASTIC 
SEALS 

 
2. 1. The specification covers the design, 

manufacturing, testing at works, supply & 
delivery of Tamper Proof Poly Carbonate 
Plastic Seal for sealing electrical 
installations viz. meter body for energy 
meters, terminal cover of energy meters, 
Metal Box and for other metering 
purpose. The size of the seal shall be 
36.5x23x5 mm. These Seals shall be 
used for LT, HT Industrial Consumers and 
in theft prone areas. Manufacturer 
should also develop a seal tracking 
software. 

The specification covers the design, 
manufacturing, testing at works, supply & 
delivery of Tamper Proof Poly Carbonate Plastic 
Seal for sealing electrical installations viz. meter 
body for energy meters, terminal cover of energy 
meters, Metal Box and for other metering 
purpose. The size of the seal shall be 33x23x5 
mm. These Seals shall be used for LT, HT 
Industrial Consumers and in theft prone areas. 
Manufacturer should also develop a seal 
tracking software. 

3. 4.2.4 Size=36.5x23x5+ 0.5mm tolerance Size=33x23x5+ 0.5mm tolerance 

4. 4.4.4 Ultra violet numbering visible only by UV 
light torch i.e UV readable number. 

Ultra violet numbering/Logo/ Symbol (to be 
decided by DHBVN at the time of finalization of 
Contact) visible only by UV light torch between 
Male & Female part (inside the seal so as not to 
be manipulated).. 

5. 4.4.5 Thermally engraved serial no. at three 
points i.e itching type unique numbering 
on three positions. 
 

Thermally engraved/Embossed (in built in mould) 
non repeating seven digits numerical sequential 
serial no. at two points on two positions. Sr. No. 
must be in contrast colour. 
 

6. 4.6.1 The size of the female part body of the 
seal shall be 26.5x23x5 mm. 
 

The size of the female part body of the seal shall 
be 23x23x5 mm. 

7. 4.7 SERIAL NO. OF THE SEAL: -  
Non repeat seven digits numeric sr. nos., 
on the seal shall be itching type in 
contrast colour. It should be provided on 
anchor flat at the place, mentioned in the 
relevant/drawing i.e on the top of anchor 
part and on the body on female part, as 
well as on flap of the locking part.  

Deleted 
 

8. 4.9 SEAL WIRE: -  
The non corrosive, non magnetic 
stainless steel 304/326 grade, seven 
twisted wires, each of 0.1 mm dia with 
over all diameter of wire 0.7 mm 
(minimum) shall be used. The diameter of 
each individual stand wire shall be 0.1 
mm (approx) and over all diameters of 
seal wire shall be 0.7 mm+ 0.05 mm so 
that it can easily insert into the female 

SEAL WIRE: -  
Consisting of non corrosive, non magnetic 
stainless steel 304/326 grade, seven twisted 
same sized strands with over all diameters of 
seal wire 0.7 mm+ 0.05 mm so that it can easily 
insert into the female portion where the diameter 
of the both holes shall be 1.0 mm + 0.1 mm each.



portion where the diameter of the hole 
shall be 1.0 mm + 0.1 mm. 
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